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Autonomous robot navigation in unstructured outdoor environments is a challenging
area of active research and is currently unsolved. The navigation task requires identifying safe, traversable paths that allow the robot to progress toward a goal while avoiding
obstacles. Stereo is an effective tool in the near ﬁeld, but used alone leads to a common
failure mode in autonomous navigation in which suboptimal trajectories are followed due
to nearsightedness, or the robot’s inability to distinguish obstacles and safe terrain in the
far ﬁeld. This can be addressed through the use of machine learning methods to accomplish near-to-far learning, in which near-ﬁeld terrain appearance and stereo readings are
used to train models able to predict far-ﬁeld terrain. This paper proposes to enhance existing, memoryless near-to-far learning approaches through the use of classifier ensembles
that allow terrain models trained on data seen at different points in time to be preserved
and referenced later. These stored models serve as memory, and we show that they can
be leveraged for more effective far-ﬁeld terrain classiﬁcation on future images seen by
the robot. A ﬁve-factor, full-factorial, repeated-measures experimental evaluation is performed on hand-labeled data sets taken directly from the problem domain. The experiments result in many statistically signiﬁcant ﬁndings, the most important being that the
proposed near-to-far Best-K Ensemble Algorithm, with appropriate parameter selection,
outperforms the single-model, nonensemble baseline approach in far-ﬁeld terrain classiﬁcation. Several other ﬁndings that inform the use of near-to-far ensemble methods are
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1. INTRODUCTION
Autonomous robot navigation in unstructured outdoor environments is a challenging area of active research and is currently unsolved. The navigation task
requires identifying safe, traversable paths that allow
the robot to progress toward a goal while avoiding
obstacles. Stereo vision allows for obstacle avoidance
in the near ﬁeld (here, within 10 m of the robot).
However, navigating solely on near-ﬁeld terrain
readings can lead to a common failure mode in
outdoor autonomous navigation in which incorrect
trajectories are followed due to nearsightedness, or
inability to distinguish safe and unsafe terrain in the
far ﬁeld (Jackel, Krotkov, Perschbacher, Pippine, &
Sullivan, 2006). Being able to perceive safe terrain
and obstacles in the far ﬁeld allows for more natural
(and efﬁcient) paths to be planned and followed
by the robot, while also aiding in the avoidance of
cul-de-sacs.
An example showing the importance of far-ﬁeld
vision is shown in Figure 1, which is taken from
an outdoor test course used in DARPA’s Learning
Applied to Ground Robots (LAGR) program. The
LAGR robot is pictured in Figure 1(a); the test course
as seen from one of the robot’s cameras is shown in
Figure 1(b). The robot’s perception of this scene, here
shown by a rendering of the ground plane deviation
calculated from stereo readings (Section 3.2), appears
in Figure 1(c). Typically, the robot has a goal, or target
waypoint, which it must reach; current robot and
goal position estimates are provided by global positioning system (GPS). In this example, the goal is
farther off in the distance approximately along the

robot’s current heading, i.e., toward the top center
of Figure 1(b). Here, whereas the robot perceives
the near-ﬁeld obstacle, it is not able to perceive the
far-ﬁeld obstacles because they are outside of stereo
range. In the absence of far-ﬁeld terrain readings,
the robot will navigate around the near-ﬁeld obstacle
but toward the far-ﬁeld one in its straight-line path
toward the goal, a suboptimal trajectory in this
scenario. Indeed, a number of LAGR teams who
participated in this test course did in fact approach
the far-ﬁeld hay bales, signiﬁcantly delaying their
time of arrival at the goal.
To address nearsighted navigational errors, nearto-far learning is often used (Dahlkamp, Kaehler,
Stavens, Thrun, & Bradski, 2006; Happold, Ollis, &
Johnson, 2006; Howard et al., 2006; Lieb, Lookingbill,
& Thrun, 2005; Sofman, Lin, Bagnell, Vandapel, &
Stentz, 2006). The near-to-far approach (described in
more detail in Section 3.2) uses both appearance and
stereo information from the near ﬁeld as inputs for
training appearance-based models and then applies
these models in the far ﬁeld in order to predict safe
terrain and obstacles farther out from the robot where
stereo readings are unavailable (here, greater than
10 m). In the example shown in Figure 1, this approach could be used to predict the geometry of the
far ﬁeld, and hence obstacles and traversable terrain,
beyond what stereo readings alone could provide.
With such terrain predictions in the far ﬁeld, the robot
would follow a more natural path toward the goal,
in this case avoiding trajectories toward the far-ﬁeld
obstacles.
Though effective, appearance-based near-to-far
learning suffers from an inability to leverage learned

Figure 1. The LAGR robot (a), sample image from an outdoor scene (b), and stereo obtained from onboard cameras (c). In
this example, the robot perceives the near-ﬁeld obstacle but not the far-ﬁeld obstacles outside of stereo range. Under some
circumstances, this shortsightedness could result in a navigational trajectory toward the far-ﬁeld obstacles, a suboptimal path
for this scenario.
Journal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob
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experience on previously traversed terrain toward
the current task. This paper, as well as the authors’
previous work (Procopio, 2007a; Procopio, Mulligan,
& Grudic, 2007, 2008; Procopio, Strohmann, Bates,
Grudic, & Mulligan, 2007), proposes the use of classifier ensembles (Dietterich, 2000) to learn and store terrain models over time for application to future terrain. These ensembles are constructed dynamically
from a model library that is maintained as the robot
navigates terrain toward some goal. The outputs of
the models in the resulting ensemble are combined,
dynamically and in real time, in a manner designed to
optimize predictive performance on far-ﬁeld terrain.
Such ensembles, containing multiple learned
models, can therefore be employed as a mechanism
to apply previously learned experience. Their use is
proposed to achieve increased far-ﬁeld terrain classiﬁcation performance while also providing an ability
to cope with changing terrain; the application of classiﬁer ensembles in dynamic environments has been
studied (Kuncheva, 2004). Classiﬁer ensembles are
further presented as a mechanism to recognize recurring contexts found in some time-evolving environments, such as the outdoor robot navigation problem
domain considered here. Ensemble methods and rationale are considered further in Section 3.3.

1.1. Key Domain Characteristics
A machine learning algorithm used to address the
far-ﬁeld classiﬁcation problem must take into account the following data processing characteristics
(see Section 4.4 for a description of the LAGR test
scenarios):
•

•

•

•

Real time. The data must be processed in
real time. Processing and taking action on the
most recent incoming image (frame) is critical, because the robot will be physically moving and obstacle avoidance and path planning
are time-sensitive tasks.
High speed and large scale. The data arrive at a high rate. Incoming red–green–blue
(RGB) image data at 5 frames/s for 640 × 480
images is more than 4 MB/s.
Temporal and batch oriented. The data arrive
sequentially and in batches, or chunks, corresponding to the pixels of a single incoming
image.
Noisy. Noise can enter into the system in any
number of ways, e.g., via sensor hardware
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(cameras) or inconsistent class labels for training data (due to stereo processing artifacts).
Drifting and recurring concepts. The underlying distribution of the incoming data will
change over time. These changes can be gradual (the current terrain slowly evolves) or
abrupt (the lighting changes). Contexts can
also be recurring because terrain may gradually drift back to what the robot had previously traversed.

Most supervised machine learning problem settings are assumed to be static. Typically, a classiﬁer is
trained on a ﬁxed data set and is then asked to classify new instances based on the hypothesis it developed during training. However, the target concept represented in the data may change over time beyond
what was represented in the original data. As a result
of these time-varying concepts, the model built from
initial data becomes less and less relevant as the target concept changes. This scenario is known as concept drift (Tsymbal, 2004; Widmer & Kubat, 1996) and
is a key characteristic of the scenarios studied here.

1.2. Preview of Findings
The primary research hypothesis of this paper is
that ensemble methods can outperform single-model,
memoryless approaches in the far ﬁeld. To evaluate this hypothesis, we conducted a ﬁve-factor,
full-factorial experimental study and conclude that
the proposed ensemble classiﬁcation method outperforms the baseline, single-model nonensemble algorithm in the far ﬁeld. This was a statistically signiﬁcant result over four repeated measures (randomized
experiments). Each factor in the study was also found
to have a statistically signiﬁcant impact on performance, resulting in multiple points of guidance for
the community.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of related work
in robot navigation, machine learning, and ensemble
methods. Section 3 describes the algorithms used in
our approach, as well as related topics such as feature selection. Section 4 discusses the experimental
design, including the methods, factors, levels, data
sets, and performance metric used in the study. Section 5 presents the experimental results of the study,
drawing key insights from the data. Finally, Section 6
offers conclusions and outlines future work.
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2. RELATED WORK
Approaches that use image appearance or color
to segment regions of interest for navigation have
existed since the 1980s (Crisman & Thorpe, 1991;
DeSouza & Kak, 2002; Kuan, Phipps, & Hsueh,
1988; Turk, Morgenthaler, Gremban, & Marra, 1988;
Wallace et al., 1986). The use of machine learning
algorithms, e.g., neural networks, for autonomous
road following in structured environments is also described in the literature from that era (Pomerleau,
1989).
Research in autonomous robot navigation has
many decades of history (Bellutta, Matthies, Owens,
& Rankin, 2000; Chang, Qui, & Nitao, 1986; Kanade,
Thorpe, & Whittaker, 1986; Kelly & Stentz, 1997; Kelly
et al., 2006; Krotkov et al., 2007; Matthies et al., 1998;
Seo & Urmson, 2008; Singh & Digney, 1999). The domain is generally divided into indoor and outdoor
categories, with outdoor navigation in turn generally treated as either structured (e.g., road following where landmarks or other man-made structure
is available for navigation) or unstructured (areas
that have no regular properties that can be used for
navigation).
More recently, programs such as DARPA’s LAGR
program (Jackel et al., 2006) have inspired work on
using machine learning approaches to exploit image
color and texture for classiﬁcation of traversable terrain and obstacles in the far ﬁeld (Dahlkamp et al.,
2006; Grudic & Mulligan, 2006; Happold et al., 2006;
Lieb et al., 2005). The winner of a recent DARPA
Grand Challenge used similar methods (Thrun et al.,
2006). The fusion of geometry readings from stereo
and LIDAR with a color-based classiﬁcation technique for obstacle detection has also been recently
described (Manduchi, Castano, Talukder, & Matthies,
2005).
The concept of ensembles of models in machine
learning dates back to the late 1980s and early 1990s,
when theoretical notions were explored in the context of neural networks (Hansen & Salamon, 1990).
More foundational work toward a statistical basis for
combining predictions from multiple experts has also
been done (Jacobs, 1995). Since then, many empirical
studies have been conducted that show the beneﬁts
of using ensembles versus single-model predictors
(Dzeroski & Zenko, 2004; Maclin & Opitz, 1997; Opitz
& Maclin, 1999). A more in-depth comparison among
various voting classiﬁcation algorithms is given in
Bauer and Kohavi (1999); in that study, multiple

inducers (base learners) including naive Bayes (stable)
and various decision trees (unstable) are examined.
Four of the most well-known ensemble-based
classiﬁcation techniques include bagging (Breiman,
1996), boosting (Schapire, 2002) [e.g., ADABOOST
(Freund & Schapire, 1995)], stacked generalization
(Wolpert, 1992), and error-correcting output codes
(ECOC) (Dietterich & Bakiri, 1995); all are described
in Alpaydin (2004). In bagging, multiple models are
trained on multiple samples of the training data taken
randomly and with replacement. In boosting, training proceeds serially and with increasing emphasis (weight) placed on the most difﬁcult-to-classify
(i.e., most often misclassiﬁed) training examples.
With stacked generalization, or stacking, the combination mechanism (or combiner) itself is another
learner and the ensemble is therefore not restricted
to producing a linear combination of its constituent
classiﬁers’ outputs.
Recent ensemble algorithms designed to cope
with concept drift include the streaming ensemble algorithm (SEA) (Street & Kim, 2001), adaptive classiﬁers-ensemble system (ACE) (Nishida,
Yamauchi, & Omori, 2005), the weighted classiﬁer ensemble algorithm (WCEA) (Wang, Fan, Yu, & Han,
2003), and the dynamic weighted majority (DWM) algorithm (Kolter & Maloof, 2003). These are considered in detail in Procopio (2007a).

3. ALGORITHMS
This section is divided into three major parts. First,
the machine learning algorithm that underlies our
general approach is given. A concise demonstration
of near-to-far learning is then provided, including a
discussion of our feature space and baseline algorithm. Finally, a discussion of ensemble methods is
given, including the rationale for the use of ensembles in this domain, a general formulation of the ensemble approach, and details of our proposed Best-K
Ensemble Algorithm.

3.1. Base Learner: Logistic Regression
with LIBLINEAR
3.1.1. Logistic Regression
Logistic regression (Cox & Snell, 1989) is a common,
principled technique in statistics and machine learning. It is appropriate for discrete binary classiﬁcation,
as well as for predicting the certainty of a binary outcome (Minka, 2001).
Journal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob
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Given a data instance x and associated model
weights (w, b), logistic regression calculates a continuous probability of the output class y for x according to the following probability model (Lin, Weng, &
Keerthi, 2008):
P (y = ±1|x, w) =

1
.
1 + exp[−y(wT x + b)]

(1)

For N training instances x1 , x2 , . . . , xN with associated class labels yi ∈ {−1, +1}, (w, b) is estimated by
minimizing the negative log-likelihood:
min
w,b

N




T
log 1 + e−yi (w xi +b) .

(2)

i=1

Logistic regression has recently been shown to
be a computationally efﬁcient classiﬁer yielding excellent performance when applied to certain large,
sparse binary data sets (Komarek & Moore, 2003),
suggesting its use in our real-time environment with
large-scale data. In particular, in our approach, logistic regression is used as the base inducer for the linear
models learned on feature data, which are ﬁrst extracted from image frames provided by the robot’s
camera system. The probabilistic, pointwise (i.e., at
pixel resolution) response of these models leads directly to the terrain predictions, in image space, for
the current input image.

•
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traction technique (Section 3.2.3), when applied to the
RGB image data used in this study, results in feature
data containing approximately 40% zero values. This
was sufﬁciently sparse for fast model training and
evaluation using LIBLINEAR.
LIBLINEAR’s advantage in real-time scenarios
becomes apparent when considering typical training and evaluation times. We found that when training on an image with approximately 3,000 training points, traditional kernel-based SVM training can
take from 20 s to several minutes depending on the
kernel and learning parameters used. Evaluating on
the order of 300,000 points in a 640 × 480 image takes
10 s to several minutes depending on the kernel used.
In contrast, for the same number of training and test
examples, it takes less than 0.1 s to train a model using LIBLINEAR’s implementation of L2-regularized
logistic regression and less than 0.5 s to evaluate the
resulting model.
At data of this scale and typical arrival rates,
we found logistic regression with LIBLINEAR to be
a real-time technique resulting in acceptable frame
rates for driving, whereas certain kernel-based SVM
methods were not. We do not preclude the use of kernel methods in the future, in particular as parallel
implementations for such methods become available
and as multicore hardware becomes more commonplace on robotic platforms.

3.1.2. LIBLINEAR
LIBLINEAR (Lin et al., 2008) is a library for large linear classiﬁcation using L2-regularized logistic regression, which we use as the learning algorithm in our
approach. Unlike similar classiﬁcation libraries such
as LIBSVM (Chang & Lin, 2001), the classiﬁer implementations found in LIBLINEAR are not kernel
based. The primary beneﬁt of using LIBLINEAR is
the greatly improved training and evaluation computational performance (i.e., time required to train
and evaluate terrain models). Although it is a linear method, we have not found that nonlinear kernel methods yield a decisive performance beneﬁt,
despite their increased training and evaluation time
requirements (Procopio, Strohmann et al., 2007). It
is noted that recent research (Bajracharya, Howard,
Matthies, Tang, & Turmon, 2009) does describe the
use of polynomial-kernel support vector machines
(SVMs) (Vapnik, 1995) in this domain.
Further supporting the use of LIBLINEAR is that
its methods are computationally efﬁcient on sparse
data. We found that the color histogram feature exJournal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob

3.2. Near-to-Far Learning with Stereo
Near-to-far learning using stereo is demonstrated in
Figure 2. For a given RGB image [Fig. (2a)], stereo
disparity is computed using a stereo camera pair
[Fig. (2b)]. A ground plane model is ﬁtted and subtracted out, resulting in an estimate of ground plane
deviation [Fig. (2c)]. Near-ﬁeld stereo labels from
both the ground plane and obstacle classes are extracted according to small and large ground plane
deviation values, respectively [Fig. (2d)]; these nearﬁeld stereo labels are sampled to create a balanced
training set. Next, features are extracted from the image at the pixels in this training set [Fig. (2e)]; here,
color histogram features are used (Section 3.2.3). A
machine learning model is then trained on the resulting near-ﬁeld feature data. The resulting model
is evaluated over the remainder of the image, including the far ﬁeld, to arrive at ﬁnal terrain predictions
[Fig. (2f)].
The model output is reconstructed to form a cost
image, a pixelwise, image-space labeling of terrain
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Figure 2. Demonstration of near-to-far learning using stereo.

with cost values, where high cost corresponds to obstacle and low cost corresponds to safe terrain. The
cost image is then projected into the ground plane
(Forsyth & Ponce, 2003) creating a cost map used for
robot navigation, which is in turn sent to the planner
(Latombe, 1991). In this manner, terrain classiﬁcation
as output by this method is able to inﬂuence the lowlevel navigation of the robot. Details are given below.
3.2.1. Calculation of the Ground Plane Deviation
The LAGR robot is equipped with two stereo camera
rigs, each angled toward the center line and slightly
downward. The vehicle calibration provided by the
National Robotics Engineering Center (NREC) includes the nominal transformations from each of the
camera rigs to the robot (world) coordinate frame
centered on the front axle (C TW = [C RW C tW ]). Using
this calibration and the known height of the axle (ha )
we can compute an initial estimate of the plane in
disparity space (PD ) that corresponds to a ﬂat world
ground plane relative to the cameras. For each pixel
(x, y) in the image, we construct the viewing ray
vi = (x, y, f ) for focal length f and transform it us-

ing C RW into its world orientation. We know that
the distance along a ray vi to its intersection with a
world ground plane Pg = (ng , dg ) can be calculated
as Z = −(ng C tW + dg )/(ng C RW vi ). This expression is
simpliﬁed somewhat by translating the world origin
to the ground plane so dg = 0 and ng = [0, 0, 1]. We
also know that disparity is related to the distance Z
by Di = f b/Zi = −f b(ng C RW vi )/(ng C tW ) for stereo
baseline b. The set of vectors Vr = {f b C RW vi , ∀i} are
precomputed from calibration data. The initial estimate for PD = −ng /(ng C tW ) = [0, 0, −(1/ C tW z )] so
that the current predicted ground plane disparity is
Dp = Vr PD .
Over time, vehicle calibration deteriorates and
over outdoor terrain the ground plane may vary in
slope, so the ground plane disparity model PD is updated at each disparity frame, by ﬁtting valid disparities weighted by their distance to the current
ground plane estimate w, such that wDo = (wVr )PD .
3.2.2. Near-Field Labeling and Projection
To identify obstacles in the image, we compute the
difference between predicted ground plane disparity
Journal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob
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Figure 3. Color histogram feature extraction technique. For a 5 × 5 window (a), there are 25 pixels, each with three values
(R, G, B color channels), 75 values total. The histogram in (b) shows counts of 25 values spread over four bins for each of
the three color channels.

Dp and observed disparities from the stereo frame
Do , Ddif = Do − Dp . Thresholds on Ddif are used
to determine whether pixels belong to obstacles or
ground. The local disparity cost map at each frame is
computed for a ﬁxed grid in front of the robot by accumulating these obstacle/ground values for world
grid positions. When learning approaches are used in
the far ﬁeld, a larger grid is used. A key problem is the
varying footprint of image pixels on the ground plane
as we observe the far ﬁeld. For a uniform cost grid,
far-ﬁeld pixels may assign values to many grid locations. Because the frame-by-frame cost maps are
purely local to the robot’s current location, the planning system uses current pose estimates as well as
time-based weighting to insert the latest cost information in the global cost map for plan generation.
The most basic far-ﬁeld labeling technique in the
above procedure is a single-model, memoryless approach whereby a single model is trained on an image, applied to that image, and then discarded; the
model is not stored for later use. This basic approach
is referred to as the single model per image, nonensemble
(SMINE) algorithm and is described in Section 3.2.4.

ered in the LAGR testing. We have further shown
them to perform well on the data sets used for this
study (Procopio, Mulligan et al., 2007). Importantly,
color histograms are very efﬁcient to compute from a
source RGB image; doing so takes no more than 0.1 s
for typical image sizes using computing power comparable to that aboard the LAGR robot.
To create a color histogram, color intensities in
each of the three color channels (R, G, and B) in the
neighborhood of the reference pixel are binned. The
number of bins b (here, ﬁxed at ﬁve) and the window
dimension cw × ch (ﬁxed at 16 × 16) are parameters of
the color histogram feature extraction technique. Using three color channels and ﬁve bins per channel results in a feature image with feature depth d of 15
values (three channels × ﬁve bins per channel). This
is illustrated in Figure 3, where four bins per channel
are used with a 5 × 5 window.
Alternative color space representations (e.g.,
HSV) and texture can also be used for appearancebased terrain segmentation; this is an area for future work (Section 6.2) and is not investigated further
here.

3.2.3. Feature Extraction Technique
Identifying the optimal features for terrain classiﬁcation is an area of active research. In the experimental
evaluation done for this paper, we use appearancebased features, and the feature extraction method is
ﬁxed as color histogram (Stockman & Shapiro, 2001).
In our participation in the DARPA LAGR program,
we deployed near-to-far learning approaches using
color histogram features and found this approach
to work well in the varied outdoor scenes consid-

3.2.4. Baseline Algorithm: SMINE
The baseline algorithm in this study is the SMINE
algorithm. It directly implements basic near-to-far
learning, as described in the preceding sections.
SMINE can be used with any underlying classiﬁcation algorithm; in this study, the LIBLINEAR implementation of logistic regression (Section 3.1) is
used.
In the early phases of our research, SMINE
was used for driving and worked well in certain

Journal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob
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scenarios, e.g., when the near ﬁeld contained examples of obstacle/ground terrain representative of the
far ﬁeld. SMINE can be more effective than one might
initially expect. Because SMINE always trains a new
model for each incoming image, terrain segmentation
is always obtained using a model relevant to the current scene. In this sense, SMINE can adapt to changing contexts instantly but does so at the expense of
having no memory of previous terrain.
SMINE comes with a number of disadvantages.
Because it is a memoryless approach (no prior information is stored or used), recurring contexts will not
be recognized. Also, with SMINE, correct far-ﬁeld terrain segmentation requires examples of terrain with
similar appearance in the near ﬁeld. Finally, in the
event of bad stereo labels, an inadequate model will
be trained, possibly resulting in incorrect terrain segmentation. We propose the use ensemble methods,
discussed below, to address these shortcomings inherent to SMINE.

3.3. Ensemble Methods
In contrast to the basic approach described above
(SMINE), a more sophisticated ensemble approach
will apply multiple, previously learned models trained
on data seen at different points in time to a single
image (Procopio, Mulligan et al., 2007a). The goal
of such an ensemble is to have higher classiﬁcation
performance than any single classiﬁer in the ensemble, even the best-performing one. Beyond this fundamental beneﬁt, ensemble methods are further proposed to address several challenging aspects of autonomous robot navigation in particular:
•

•

Applicability to changing environments.
The data (images) seen by the robot are
dynamic; the distribution of the data is
time evolving and contains time-varying,
or drifting, concepts. When using machine
learning algorithms to achieve near-to-far
learning, an adaptive, on-line approach, such
as dynamic selection of an ensemble of models from a model library, is needed to ensure that models stay relevant to the changing
terrain.
Recognition of recurring contexts. The robot
may return to terrain the same or similar to
that which it previously traversed; such recurring contexts are not uncommon in this domain. Toward this end, existing models previ-

•

ously trained on data from recurring terrain
scenarios can be applied, when and where
applicable.
Far-field applicability. An obvious problem
with near-to-far learning when using a memoryless algorithm such as SMINE is that a single model will not be able to classify terrain
in the far ﬁeld in the case that there are no
near-ﬁeld examples of that terrain. Using classiﬁer ensembles, a previously trained model
selected from the library could have terrain
discrimination capability in the far ﬁeld, even
if the model trained on the current image does
not.

3.3.1. General Formulation of
the Ensemble Approach
A classiﬁer ensemble can be constructed in a variety
of ways; in a simple case, a ﬁxed-sized ensemble can
be dynamically created and maintained over time in
response to the incoming data stream. The approach
considered in this paper is more sophisticated: here,
a library of one or more models may already exist in
memory, and a subset of models is selected from this
library to optimize performance on the current test
data (image). The procedure for evaluating the resulting ensemble on an image is described below and is
illustrated in Figure 4.
First, the classiﬁer ensemble must be formed by
choosing certain models from the library. This is referred to as ensemble formation. Generally, for a library
L containing M models, an ensemble E of K models
is selected from L, where K ≤ M. The K individual
models that are selected to form E are referred to as
experts or constituent classifiers. One way to form E, as
shown in Figure 4, is to score each model Mi in L on
its performance on validation data for the current image, with the top K scoring models selected for the
ﬁnal ensemble. This “Best-K” approach is examined
in more detail in the following section.
After ensemble formation is complete, the ensemble is ready to be applied to the current task
(image). Each of the models M1 , M2 , . . . , MK chosen to form E is applied to a set of test points (here,
feature data extracted from pixels in an image). The
raw output of a particular model Mi at a test point
(feature vector) xj is denoted zij . The output of a set
of multiple models at a single test point xj is denoted
zj , whereas the output of a single model Mi on a set
of multiple test points X is denoted zi . Accordingly,
Journal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob
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Figure 4. Illustration of ensemble formation and model combination using a library of models.

the output of all K models on test matrix X is denoted
Z, a matrix of model predictions representing the ensemble output.
The uncombined model responses stored in Z,
when combined, are denoted by q and are a composite function of the individual classiﬁers’ raw output.
Arriving at q from Z is referred to as model combination. A basic approach, related to linear opinion pools
(Jacobs, 1995), involves taking a linear combination of
the model outputs (we assume that model response is
scaled to be on the same interval, e.g., [0, 1]). Implemented as an average, this combination can be done
in either an unweighted or a weighted manner.
Unweighted average. Given a test point xj and a
vector of K model responses zj , the combined output
qj of the ensemble response at xj is the simple average of the K model responses at xj :
K
1 
qj =
zij ,
K

(3)
wi = K − ri + 1.

i=1

where zij is the response of model Mi at xj .
Weighted average. As above, except a weighted
average is used to combine the ensemble response at
xj :
K
qj =

i=1 wi · zij
,
K
i=1 wi
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where zij is the response of model Mi at xj and wi is
the weight assigned to model Mi .
The weights w are determined by ranking the
models based on their performance on near-ﬁeld validation data provided by stereo. The better a model
performs on validation data, the more weight it will
receive in the ﬁnal average. It is noted that the ranking approach leads to uniform distances between the
weights, regardless of how close the relative scores on
validation data are. In contrast to using the validation
scores directly as weights, this weighting-by-ranking
approach prevents the combination function from degenerating to a simple (equal weights) average in the
case that the validation scores are all very similar.
Given a K-element rank vector r comprising
unique values 1 . . . K, which denote the relative rank
of the K models’ performance on validation data, the
values in the weight vector to be used in the weighted
average [Eq. (4)] is given by

(4)

(5)

For example, if four models have root mean square
error (RMSE) scores of [0.3 0.1 0.6 0.4] on validation data (lower scores are better), their performance
ranking, r, is then [2 1 4 3] (that is, the second
model with the best RMSE score is ranked #1). r is easily transformed to w via Eq. (5), and the ﬁnal weight
vector used in Eq. (4) would be [3 4 1 2].
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3.3.2. Best-K Ensemble Algorithm
Our proposed ensemble approach is called the Best-K
Ensemble Algorithm and applies to the autonomous
robot navigation domain when near-to-far learning is
used. The pseudocode for the algorithm is given in
Algorithm 1.

For the purposes of estimating the applicability of existing models in the library to a current scene, each model is evaluated on a validation data set taken from the current image,
and its performance is recorded. The construction
of the validation set is a function of the stereo

Algorithm 1. Best-K Ensemble Algorithm for terrain classiﬁcation of an image
CLASSIFY-IMAGE-BEST-K-ENSEMBLE (I, S, L, K, DO-LEARN-ON-LINE)
1
2 INPUT:
3 I : Image containing terrain to be classiﬁed
4 S: Stereo information from the robot’s stereo camera pair for I
5 L: Existing model library, which may be empty
6 K: Number of models to select from library L to form ensemble E
7 DO-LEARN-ON-LINE: Flag indicating whether to add new models to the library
8
9 OUTPUT:
10 q: combined model output representing terrain classiﬁcation for I
11
12 X = EXTRACT-FEATURE-DATA(I )
13
14 if DO-LEARN-ON-LINE = true
15
then
16
M = TRAIN-MODEL(X, S)
17
ADD-TO-LIBRARY(L, M)
18
19 V = EXTRACT-NEARFIELD-STEREO-VALIDATION-DATA (X, S)
20
21 for m ← 1 to SIZE-OF(L)
22 do
23
ModelScores[m] = SCORE-MODEL(L[m], V )
24
25 // comment: Ensemble Formation
26 E = GET-K-TOP-MODELS (L, ModelScores, K)
27
28 // comment: Ensemble Evaluation
29 for i ← 1 to SIZE-OF(E)
30 do
31
for j ← 1 to SIZE-OF(X)
32
do
33
Z[i,j ] = EVALUATE-MODEL(E[i], X[j ])
34
35
36 // comment: Model Combination (Weighted or Unweighted)
37 q = COMBINE-MODELS(Z)
38
39 return q
Journal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob
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readings for image I and the feature data extracted
from I .
Near-ﬁeld stereo readings are used to identify
high-conﬁdence obstacle and ground plane pixels
in image space, as shown in Figures 2(d) and 2(e)
(Section 3.2). The validation set comprises feature
data taken at the near-ﬁeld pixels, plus the associated class labels (obstacle or ground plane) as given
by stereo. Assembly of the validation data set is done
in a balanced manner, as outlined in Section 4.6.

4. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
This paper aims to answer several open research
questions relevant to applying machine learning to
outdoor autonomous robot navigation in unstructured environments. Six such questions are identiﬁed below; these questions guided the experimental
design:
•
•

•
•
•
•

whether the Best-K Ensemble Algorithm outperforms the SMINE baseline algorithm;
whether choosing models based on their
near-ﬁeld performance results in better farﬁeld terrain classiﬁcation versus choosing
from the library at random;
whether weighting model output based on
model performance in the near ﬁeld improves
performance;
whether adding models on-line to the model
library improves performance;
whether models from other terrain scenarios
or lighting conditions help; and
how performance varies with K, the number
of models in the ensemble.

4.1. Method
To answer the above questions, we conducted a ﬁvefactor, full-factorial, repeated-measures study using

•
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randomized experiments. The experiments were conducted using six labeled, natural data sets taken from
logs of robot tests conducted in typical outdoor scenarios. These data sets, assembled from LAGR log
data and hand labeled by the authors, were recently
contributed to the community (Procopio et al., 2008)
and are described further in Section 4.4.
Algorithm performance is evaluated on a frameby-frame basis against the hand-labeled image sequences. The performance metric used to score algorithm output is RMSE, which was used to measure differences between the algorithm output and
the ground truth labels; this is described and justiﬁed
in Section 4.5. The overall scores reported here are the
mean RMSE scores over all frames in all six data sets
and for all four repeated measures.
The experimental results are analyzed using multiway analysis of variance (ANOVA). Comparisons
between algorithms are done in a statistically signiﬁcant manner using both the paired and unpaired
t tests (Devore, 2004) on scores from the individual
randomized experiments.

4.2. Factors (Experimental Variables)
The ﬁve factors considered in the study, and their associated levels, are presented in Table I. The factors
and levels are described in the following sections.
4.2.1. Ensemble Formation Method (E)
The purpose of the Ensemble Formation Method
factor is to test whether better performance can be
achieved in the far ﬁeld by choosing models from
the library based on the performance of those models
on near-ﬁeld validation data, versus simply choosing
models from the library at random. This factor has
two levels:
1.

NEAR-FIELD PERFORMANCE: Choose models
based on their performance on near-ﬁeld

Table I. Factors and levels used in the study (experimental variables).
ID

Factor

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

E
C
O
P
K

Ensemble Formation Method
Combination Method
On-Line Learning
Pre-Populated Library Type
Number of Models to Select

NEAR-FIELD PERFORMANCE
UNWEIGHTED AVERAGE
ON-LINE (YES)
SAME-DOMAIN
1

RANDOM
WEIGHTED AVERAGE
STATIC (NO)
CROSS-DOMAIN
3

—
—
—
NONE
5

—
—
—
—
10
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validation data from the current image. Each
model in the library is scored on this validation data set; the best K are chosen to form
the ensemble.
RANDOM: Choose K models randomly from
the library.

2.

4.2.2. Combination Method (C)
The purpose of the Combination Method factor is to
test whether combining models in an ensemble using a weighted average results in any difference in
performance versus a simple average. Equations are
given in Section 3.3.1. This factor has two levels:
1.

2.

UNWEIGHTED AVERAGE: The ﬁnal output of
the ensemble at a particular test point is the
simple average of the response of each individual model in the ensemble at that test
point.
WEIGHTED AVERAGE: The ﬁnal output of
the ensemble at a particular test point is the
weighted average of the response of each individual model in the ensemble at that test
point. Weights are derived from ranking the
performance of the models in the ensemble
on near-ﬁeld validation data.

4.2.3. On-Line Learning (O)
The purpose of the On-Line Learning factor is to determine whether adding models to the library, as the
robot proceeds along a course, is necessary or useful. Doing so adds computational load to the system
(linear in the number of models in the library), which
is justiﬁed only if performance is increased over just
navigating using a prebuilt static library. This factor
has two levels:
1.

ON-LINE LEARNING: Models are added to
the model library on-line, in real time, as
the robot navigates. For each incoming image requested to be classiﬁed, prior to classiﬁcation, a single model is trained on the appearance of near-ﬁeld stereo labels from that
image, and this model is subsequently added
to the model library. In this manner, a model
trained on the current image is available to
be selected into an ensemble for classiﬁcation
of the current image and all future images.
Note that, depending on the Pre-Populated
Library Type factor (described in the follow-

ing section), the library may or may not contain models from other scenes.
STATIC LIBRARY: On-line learning does not
occur, and no new models are trained while
the robot navigates; thus the model library is
kept static. Whichever models were present
in the library at the beginning of the experimental run are the models that the robot has
access to throughout the run.
In particular, at the beginning of the run, the
static library will be prepopulated with models trained on images from various scenarios as described in the SAME-DOMAIN and
CROSS-DOMAIN levels of the Pre-Populated
Library Type factor (below).

4.2.4. Pre-Populated Library Type ( P)
The purpose of the Pre-Populated Library Type factor is to understand the performance impact of starting navigation with the availability of models trained
on images from other scenarios or lighting conditions. This factor has three levels. Note that the STATIC
LIBRARY level of the On-Line Learning factor cannot be used with the NONE (INITIALLY EMPTY) level
of the Pre-Populated Library Type factor because in
this case, no models would be trained and added
on-line, nor would any be available in the library to
begin with. This restriction is reﬂected throughout
the experimental results.
1.

SAME-DOMAIN: The SAME-DOMAIN level relates to models trained on images that come
from the same scenario of a particular experimental run, in which the scenario refers to a
particular outdoor test course. If the library
is prepopulated with models from the same
domain, this means that at the start of an experimental run, the library initially contains
100 models (one model trained on each of the
100 images) from the data set that is associated with current course (domain), but under
an alternate lighting condition. In this sense,
the test data (images in the data set for the
current experimental run) are kept separate
from the training data (models previously
trained from images taken from the alternate lighting condition). For example, for a
SAME-DOMAIN experimental run on data set
DS3B, the library would be prepopulated
with models trained on images from DS3A
(same course, different lighting condition).
Journal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob
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2.

3.

CROSS-DOMAIN: The CROSS-DOMAIN level
is similar in principle to the SAME-DOMAIN
level, but with CROSS-DOMAIN, the library is
prepopulated with models trained on images
that come from all other data sets and lighting conditions, except from the data set about
to be tested in the experimental run. Thus, a library built when using the CROSS-DOMAIN
level of the Pre-Populated Library Type factor will contain a superset of the models
that would be contained in a SAME-DOMAIN
library. For example, for a CROSS-DOMAIN
experimental run on data set DS3B, the library would contain models trained on images from DS1A, DS1B, DS2A, DS2B, and
DS3A (but not DS3B). Here, 500 images total (100 images per each of the ﬁve data sets)
would be used to prepopulate the library.
NONE (INITIALLY EMPTY): The library is not
prepopulated with any models at the beginning of the experimental run. Instead, models are added over time to the library from
the current test scenario terrain as the robot
navigates, via the use of ON-LINE LEARNING.

4.2.5. Number of Models to Select (K )
K refers to the number of models to select from the
library to create the ensemble when performing ensemble formation. The purpose of this factor is to understand how ensemble performance varies as a function of the number of models used. This also provides
the basis for an additional important comparison: for
K = 1, the resulting model is considered to be the best
single model in the library for the current image, which
is often, but not always, the model trained on the current frame that was just added (in the case of ON-LINE
LEARNING).
This factor has four levels: 1, 3, 5, and 10. Note
that if the library has fewer than K models (which
will be the case at the beginning of an experimental
run with ON-LINE LEARNING enabled but when the library is not prepopulated), then K is temporarily reduced to K  . In this case (K > M), all M models in the
model library are used, i.e., K  = M.

4.3. Fixed Parameters (Nonexperimental
Variables)
A number of parameters in the study will be ﬁxed
and therefore treated as nonexperimental variables:
Journal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob
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Feature extraction technique. The feature extraction technique is a color histogram with a
ﬁxed size of ﬁve bins per channel and a window size of 16 × 16; see Section 3.2.3.
Number of training examples. Balanced
training and validation sets will be used;
these are created using undersampling, as
described in Section 4.6.
Image resolution. Image resolution is ﬁxed in
this study at 640 × 480.
Evaluation in the far field. Only areas occurring in the far ﬁeld will be selected for evaluation. The far ﬁeld will be identiﬁed according to a ﬁxed, predetermined mask speciﬁc to
the camera conﬁguration on the robot from
which the images in the data set came. This
is known as the far-field band and is discussed
in Section 4.6.
Learning algorithm, implementation, and
parameters. The machine learning algorithm
used for training and evaluating all models in this study is a L2-regularized logistic
regression, as implemented by LIBLINEAR.
The default value for learning parameter c
of 1 was used (other values of c were tested
and found to have no signiﬁcant effect on terrain classiﬁcation performance). Logistic regression and the LIBLINEAR implementation
are discussed in Section 3.1.
Method for adding models on-line. When
models are to be added to the library in
an on-line manner (according to the OnLine Learning factor), a single new model
is added to the library for each incoming
frame; see the Best-K Ensemble Algorithm
listing (Algorithm 1) for the mechanics of this
operation.

4.4. Data Sets
Algorithms designed for time-evolving domains
have a history of being evaluated on synthetic data,
e.g., the “moving hyperplane” class of artiﬁcial data
(Wang et al., 2003), in which concept drift is introduced manually and any correlation to real-world
problems is unestablished. This motivated the creation of natural data sets taken from the problem
domain. The natural data sets used here are taken
from logged ﬁeld tests conducted by DARPA evaluators and have been shown to contain time-varying
(drifting) concepts (Procopio, 2007a). These data sets
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Figure 5. Representative images from each of the six data sets.

were previously contributed by the authors (Procopio
et al., 2008). Representative images are shown in
Figure 5.
Overall, three scenarios are considered. Each
scenario is associated with two distinct image sequences, each representing a different lighting condition. There are thus six data sets total. The terrain
appearing in the data sets varies greatly and includes
various combinations of ground type (mulch, dirt),
foliage, natural obstacles (trees, dense shrubs), and
man-made obstacles (hay bales). Lighting conditions
range from overcast with good color deﬁnition [e.g.,
DS1B shown in Figure 5(d)] to very sunny, causing shadows and saturation [e.g., DS2A shown
in Figure 5(b)]. Additional descriptions and representative images from each data set are available
(Procopio, 2007a).
Each data set consists of a 100-frame, handlabeled image sequence. Each image was manually
labeled, with each pixel being placed into one of three
classes: OBSTACLE, GROUNDPLANE, or UNKNOWN. If
it was difﬁcult for a human to tell what a certain
area of an image was—even when using higher level

context—then that region was labeled as UNKNOWN.
On average, approximately 80% of each image was labeled as either OBSTACLE or GROUNDPLANE, with the
remaining 20% labeled as UNKNOWN.
The data sets, hand labelings, and a tool to aid
in labeling have all been made publicly available
on the Internet (Procopio, 2007b). They are provided
in MATLAB format and include precomputed stereo
masks and feature data for ease of use. These data sets
can be used directly in future comparison studies.

4.5. Performance Metric
The performance metric used in this evaluation
is RMSE, where lower scores are better. Although
RMSE is frequently used in regression contexts, it is
also directly applicable to binary classiﬁcation scenarios in which the classiﬁer predictions are continuous
on [0, 1] for corresponding target labels in {0, 1}. The
formulation is

RMSE =

1 N
(
yi − yi )2 ,
i=1
N

(6)
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where 
y1 ,
y2 , . . . ,
yN are the classiﬁer predictions on
[0, 1] for a set of N test points and y1 , y2 , . . . , yN
are the corresponding class labels in {0, 1}. Used in
this manner, RMSE measures the error between the
predicted terrain class 
yi as output by the classiﬁer,
which is probabilistic, and the actual class label yi determined by a human, which is discrete.
RMSE has been shown to be an appropriate, wellcalibrated metric (Caruana & Niculescu-Mizil, 2004).
Further motivating its use here is that, unlike traditional binary classiﬁcation accuracy (ACC), RMSE
captures prediction confidence: correct predictions of
higher conﬁdence will result in higher scores; similarly, high-conﬁdence incorrect predictions will be
penalized to a greater degree than low-conﬁdence incorrect predictions. Using a performance metric that
captures conﬁdence information is meaningful because robot path planning subsystems can make use
of probabilistic traversability estimates when ﬁnding
optimal paths to the goal.
Although not directly related to domain-speciﬁc
error metrics for robotic driving, RMSE is a principled way to evaluate and compare terrain predictions
output by different approaches. As a summary statistic, we use mean RMSE scores (over all six data sets)
as a basis for statistical hypothesis tests when determining the signiﬁcance of the various factors identiﬁed in this study.

4.6. Additional Considerations in the Study
Balanced training and validation sets. In these
experiments, training and validation sets are always
created with a balanced class distribution, containing
equal numbers of ground plane and obstacle examples. Balanced sets are obtained by under-sampling
(Liu, Wu, & Zhou, 2006), in which all of the minority
class examples are combined with a random sample
of the majority class examples of the same size. Investigation of other methods for creating balanced subsets from imbalanced data is an area for future work
outlined in Section 6.2.
Far-field evaluation and the far-field band. Our
primary aim is to identify safe terrain and obstacles in the far ﬁeld, because traditional stereo approaches are generally able to identify obstacles in
the near ﬁeld. The image region that represents the
far ﬁeld in the data sets used in these experiments
is deﬁned to be the area in image space that corresponds to beyond 10 m of the robot but within 100 m.
Closer in to this region is the near ﬁeld, handled adJournal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob
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equately by stereo. Farther back from this region are
typically areas above the horizon line. Between these
extremes lies the far-field band. Only pixels in the farfield band are taken into account when scoring algorithm
output in the experiments. Thus, RMSE scores are derived from far-ﬁeld terrain classiﬁcation performance
only.
Separation of training and test data. Separation
of training and test data is maintained at all times
in this study. This separation is maintained in two
ways. First, there is a fundamental division between
the training data and the test data for any given image. Training data are sampled exclusively from nearﬁeld stereo labels, whereas algorithm performance is
evaluated exclusively on test data within the far-ﬁeld
band. Separation is also maintained when using a
prepopulated library, e.g., for the SAME-DOMAIN and
CROSS-DOMAIN experimental cases. Whenever a prepopulated library is made available during an experimental run, that library does not contain any models
trained on images that would appear in the course of
the run (see Section 4.2.4 for details).
Pruning of models. In this study, once models are added to the library, they are kept there for
the duration of the experimental run. No pruning of
the model library is performed. The use of more sophisticated methods for maintaining a model library
over time, e.g., those incorporating on-line pruning of
poor-performing models, is an area for future work;
some possibilities are offered in Section 6.2.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Raw experimental results are given in Table II. These
results represent mean RMSE scores over four repeated measures (randomized experiments) and over
all six data sets. These results are visualized in the
plot shown in Figure 6.
Overall, variance among the randomized experiments was minimal; the variance was higher in general for the experiments done with the RANDOM level
for the Ensemble Formation Method factor. Differences in algorithm performance are statistically signiﬁcant for ±0.01 for the data for the NEAR-FIELD
PERFORMANCE Ensemble Formation Method (top half
of Table II) and ±0.02 for the RANDOM Ensemble Formation Method (bottom half of Table II).
Key experimental ﬁndings and conclusions are
presented in Section 5.1. A listing of the top 25
algorithms, which includes the baseline SMINE
algorithm, is given in Table III.
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Table II. Summary of experimental results (RMSE).
On-Line Learning
Ensemble Formation Method

Combination Method

NEAR-FIELD PERFORMANCE
(differences of ±0.01 are
statistically signiﬁcant at
the 95% conﬁdence level)

UNWEIGHTED AVERAGE

WEIGHTED AVERAGE

RANDOM SELECTION
(differences of ±0.02 are
statistically signiﬁcant at
the 95% conﬁdence level)

UNWEIGHTED AVERAGE

WEIGHTED AVERAGE

SMINE (baseline)
a

Pre-Populated Library

K

SAME-DOMAIN
1
3
SAME-DOMAIN
5
SAME-DOMAIN
10
SAME-DOMAIN
1
CROSS-DOMAIN
3
CROSS-DOMAIN
5
CROSS-DOMAIN
10
CROSS-DOMAIN
NONE (INITIALLY EMPTY)
1
3
NONE (INITIALLY EMPTY)
5
NONE (INITIALLY EMPTY)
10
NONE (INITIALLY EMPTY)
SAME-DOMAIN
1
3
SAME-DOMAIN
5
SAME-DOMAIN
10
SAME-DOMAIN
CROSS-DOMAIN
1
3
CROSS-DOMAIN
5
CROSS-DOMAIN
10
CROSS-DOMAIN
1
NONE (INITIALLY EMPTY)
3
NONE (INITIALLY EMPTY)
5
NONE (INITIALLY EMPTY)
10
NONE (INITIALLY EMPTY)
SAME-DOMAIN
1
3
SAME-DOMAIN
5
SAME-DOMAIN
10
SAME-DOMAIN
1
CROSS-DOMAIN
CROSS-DOMAIN
3
5
CROSS-DOMAIN
10
CROSS-DOMAIN
1
NONE (INITIALLY EMPTY)
3
NONE (INITIALLY EMPTY)
5
NONE (INITIALLY EMPTY)
NONE (INITIALLY EMPTY)
10
SAME-DOMAIN
1
SAME-DOMAIN
3
5
SAME-DOMAIN
10
SAME-DOMAIN
1
CROSS-DOMAIN
3
CROSS-DOMAIN
5
CROSS-DOMAIN
10
CROSS-DOMAIN
1
NONE (INITIALLY EMPTY)
NONE (INITIALLY EMPTY)
3
NONE (INITIALLY EMPTY)
5
NONE (INITIALLY EMPTY)
10
Single model per image, nonensemble

ON-LINE

STATIC

0.271a
0.253
0.245
0.235
0.270
0.254
0.247
0.239
0.273
0.256
0.249
0.242
0.271
0.256
0.249
0.239
0.270
0.256
0.250
0.242
0.273
0.258
0.252
0.244
0.431
0.370
0.353
0.344
0.599
0.516
0.497
0.483
0.323
0.289
0.280
0.275
0.428
0.337
0.315
0.298
0.596
0.471
0.429
0.404
0.318
0.276
0.263
0.253

0.309
0.290
0.287
0.286
0.331
0.307
0.302
0.301
—
—
—
—
0.309
0.292
0.287
0.285
0.331
0.309
0.303
0.299
—
—
—
—
0.473
0.423
0.411
0.402
0.626
0.546
0.522
0.511
—
—
—
—
0.474
0.403
0.382
0.368
0.627
0.495
0.464
0.438
—
—
—
—
0.273

Mean of four repeated measures over all six data sets.
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A multiway ANOVA was conducted to determine the effect size of the main effects and interactions of the factors; the resulting ANOVA table and a
discussion of related ﬁndings is given in Section 5.2.
Finally, statistical ﬁndings for each factor are examined in Section 5.3.
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The plot brings to light a number of important
relationships in the data. We summarize our ﬁndings
in this section.
K. In this study, higher K always performed better than lower K; further, RMSE is monotonically decreasing for increasing values of K [1, 3, 5, 10]. This
relationship holds for all combinations of all factor
levels, i.e., within each of the six horizontal segments
in Figure 6 and for all four data series.
We conclude that, in an ensemble context, higher
K is better within the scope of values considered
in these experiments. However, we note that higher
K is also associated with diminishing returns, and
we further speculate that performance could actually deteriorate for sufﬁciently large K due to overﬁtting. Finally, the general idea of forcing K to be
a ﬁxed value is a concern. We recently proposed an
adaptation of an existing method, ensemble selection
(Caruana, Niculescu-Mizil, Crew, & Ksikes, 2004),

5.1. Key Experimental Findings
and Conclusions
Figure 6 provides an illustrative comparison of all
data in the evaluation. All values in Table II are plotted using four independent data series. These data
series plot algorithm performance versus all combinations of the Model Combination Method, PrePopulated Library Type, and K factors and indicate
the performance of the Best-K Ensemble Algorithm
for all four level combinations of the Ensemble Formation Method and On-Line Learning factors.

1

MODEL COMBINATION METHOD
Weighted Average

Unweighted Average

0.9

None

None

0.8
Baseline SMINE Algorithm (RMSE = 0.273)

Random Ensemble Formation Method, Static Library

RMSE

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2
0

1

3

5

10

1

3

5

10

1

3

5

10

1

3

5

10

1

3

5

10

1

3

5

10

0

K (Number of Models Selected from Library)

Figure 6. Overall algorithm performance (RMSE) versus all combinations of the Model Combination Method, PrePopulated Library Type, and K factors. The baseline SMINE algorithm performance is also indicated. Lower scores are
better.
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Table III. Top 25 algorithms and their associated factor levels.
Factors
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Algorithm

RMSE
score

Ensemble Formation
Method

Combination
Method

On-Line
Learning

Pre-Populated
Library

K

Best-K
Best-K
Best-K
Best-K
Best-K
Best-K
Best-K
Best-K
Best-K
Best-K
Best-K
Best-K
Best-K
Best-K
Best-K
Best-K
Best-K
Best-K
Best-K
Best-K
Best-K
Best-K
Best-K
Best-K
SMINE

0.235
0.239
0.239
0.239
0.239
0.244
0.245
0.247
0.249
0.249
0.249
0.249
0.253
0.253
0.254
0.256
0.256
0.256
0.258
0.263
0.270
0.270
0.271
0.271
0.273

NEAR-FIELD PERFORMANCE
NEAR-FIELD PERFORMANCE
NEAR-FIELD PERFORMANCE
NEAR-FIELD PERFORMANCE
NEAR-FIELD PERFORMANCE
NEAR-FIELD PERFORMANCE
NEAR-FIELD PERFORMANCE
NEAR-FIELD PERFORMANCE
NEAR-FIELD PERFORMANCE
NEAR-FIELD PERFORMANCE
NEAR-FIELD PERFORMANCE
NEAR-FIELD PERFORMANCE
RANDOM
NEAR-FIELD PERFORMANCE
NEAR-FIELD PERFORMANCE
NEAR-FIELD PERFORMANCE
NEAR-FIELD PERFORMANCE
NEAR-FIELD PERFORMANCE
NEAR-FIELD PERFORMANCE
RANDOM
NEAR-FIELD PERFORMANCE
NEAR-FIELD PERFORMANCE
NEAR-FIELD PERFORMANCE
NEAR-FIELD PERFORMANCE
—

UNWEIGHTED
WEIGHTED
UNWEIGHTED
WEIGHTED
UNWEIGHTED
WEIGHTED
UNWEIGHTED
UNWEIGHTED
UNWEIGHTED
WEIGHTED
WEIGHTED
WEIGHTED
WEIGHTED
UNWEIGHTED
UNWEIGHTED
UNWEIGHTED
WEIGHTED
WEIGHTED
WEIGHTED
WEIGHTED
UNWEIGHTED
WEIGHTED
UNWEIGHTED
WEIGHTED
—

ON-LINE
ON-LINE
ON-LINE
ON-LINE
ON-LINE
ON-LINE
ON-LINE
ON-LINE
ON-LINE
ON-LINE
ON-LINE
ON-LINE
ON-LINE
ON-LINE
ON-LINE
ON-LINE
ON-LINE
ON-LINE
ON-LINE
ON-LINE
ON-LINE
ON-LINE
ON-LINE
ON-LINE
—

SAME-DOMAIN
SAME-DOMAIN
CROSS-DOMAIN
CROSS-DOMAIN
NONE
NONE
SAME-DOMAIN
CROSS-DOMAIN
NONE
SAME-DOMAIN
CROSS-DOMAIN
NONE
NONE
SAME-DOMAIN
CROSS-DOMAIN
NONE
SAME-DOMAIN
CROSS-DOMAIN
NONE
NONE
CROSS-DOMAIN
CROSS-DOMAIN
SAME-DOMAIN
SAME-DOMAIN
—

10
10
10
10
10
10
5
5
5
5
5
5
10
3
3
3
3
3
3
5
1
1
1
1
—

that performs ensemble formation in an automatic
manner without having to choose a ﬁxed K (Procopio
et al., 2008); this is also an area for future work discussed in Section 6.2.
A statistical analysis of this factor, along with representative algorithm output, is given in Section 5.3.6.
Ensemble Formation Method and On-Line
Learning. For all combinations of all factor levels, selecting models using the NEAR-FIELD PERFORMANCE
Ensemble Formation Method always performed
better than selecting models using the RANDOM
Ensemble Formation Method. Similarly, using ONLINE LEARNING always performed better than simply
using a STATIC LIBRARY.
This provides strong evidence to support the
adding of models on-line to the model library as the
robot navigates. It also supports the selection of models from the library based on their near-ﬁeld validation data performance. Finally, we note that the best

performance overall is achieved by using these approaches together.
A statistical analysis of these factors, along with
representative algorithm output, is given in Sections
5.3.2 and 5.3.5.
Model Combination Method. For the NEARFIELD PERFORMANCE Ensemble Formation Method,
there was very little difference in performance when
using the UNWEIGHTED AVERAGE Model Combination Method versus the WEIGHTED AVERAGE method;
the plots for the associated two data series look almost identical on the left half Figure 6 versus the
right half. However, Figure 6 tells a very different
story for the RANDOM Ensemble Formation Method;
here, a WEIGHTED AVERAGE outperformed taking the
UNWEIGHTED AVERAGE by a nontrivial margin.
This is a signiﬁcant result; we can conclude that
weighting model output based on near-ﬁeld performance is generally a useful thing to do, but it is critical
Journal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob
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Table IV. ANOVA table for the study.
Componenta

% Variation

d.f.

Mean square

K
C
P
O

0.03393
0.00582
0.00002
0.00069
0.02740

97.89
16.79
0.06
1.99
79.05

7
3
1
2
1

0.00194
0.00002
0.00035
0.02740

906.09
7.07
161.76
12,803.4

0.000
0.014
0.000
0.000

KC
KP
KO
CP
CO
PO

0.00069
0.00001
0.00001
0.00012
0.00000
0.00001
0.00054

1.99
0.03
0.03
0.35
0.00
0.03
1.56

17
3
6
3
2
1
2

0.00000
0.00000
0.00004
0.00000
0.00001
0.00027

1.35
0.43
18.95
0.04
5.97
125.59

0.283
0.851
0.000
0.956
0.023
0.000

0.00005
0.03466

0.14
100.00

23
47

Interactions

a

pb

Sum of squares

Main effects

Errors
Total

F

Name

0.00000

ANOVA conducted using the NEAR-FIELD PERFORMANCE level of the Ensemble Formation Method only.
Effects and interactions are statistically signiﬁcant for p-values less than α = 0.05 (95% conﬁdence level).

b

in scenarios in which inappropriate or noisy models
may be selected for application to the current image.
This is because poorly performing models must be
disregarded; weighting them based on performance
ranking on validation data (here, taken from the near
ﬁeld) is a principled way to do this.
A statistical analysis of this factor, along with representative algorithm output, is given in Section 5.3.3.
Pre-Populated Library Type. The impact on performance of the Pre-Populated Library Type is largely
dependent on the On-Line Learning factor; the interaction between these two factors had the largest effect
size among all the interactions in the study, as shown
in the ANOVA table (Table IV). When ON-LINE
LEARNING is used with the NEAR-FIELD PERFORMANCE
Ensemble Formation Method, the performance variation among the levels in the Pre-Populated Library
Type factor was minimal. This is a natural result, because in general, when ON-LINE LEARNING is used,
we have determined in separate experiments that the
models added on-line from the current terrain scenario are the ones most heavily used. The composition of the model library has minimal impact in this
case.
However, for the RANDOM Ensemble Formation Method, the impact of the composition of the
model library becomes much clearer. If models are
not chosen judiciously, i.e., if they are instead chosen at RANDOM, then models from other terrain
Journal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob

scenarios and lighting conditions negatively impact
performance. Related to this ﬁnding, models from
other terrain scenarios (CROSS-DOMAIN), if not selected carefully (i.e., according to their NEAR-FIELD
PERFORMANCE), are more detrimental than models
from the current terrain scenario but under a different lighting condition (SAME-DOMAIN). When selecting models at RANDOM, starting with an empty library (Pre-Populated Library Type = NONE) results
in the best performance, because only models that
were trained on the current terrain scenario (and assumed to be generally helpful) can be selected due to
ON-LINE LEARNING.
We conclude that models from other terrain scenarios usually do not improve performance signiﬁcantly when on-line learning is performed. Moreover,
applying inappropriate models from other terrain scenarios or lighting conditions is very detrimental to
performance.
A statistical analysis of this factor, along with representative algorithm output, is given in Section 5.3.4.

5.2. Analysis of Variance
To identify the factors and interactions that impacted
performance the most, a multiway ANOVA was conducted on the experimental results. The resulting
analysis is presented in Table IV.
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From Figure 6, it was determined by observation
that the Ensemble Formation Method factor had a
very large impact on performance. This factor was introduced only to test the viability of selecting models
from the library based on their performance on nearﬁeld validation data, with a random selection being
a baseline for comparison. This is a signiﬁcant result
to establish (see Section 5.3.2 for a detailed analysis); however, in a real-world setting, randomly selecting models from the library would not be done.
As a result, the Ensemble Formation Method factor
(E) was removed from the ANOVA; accordingly, only
four factors (instead of ﬁve) are shown in the ANOVA
table.
Main effects. As shown in Table IV, all main effects are signiﬁcant at the 95% conﬁdence level. The
On-Line Learning factor (O) had the largest effect,
i.e., this factor explained the greatest percentage of
variation. The value of K (K) had the next largest
effect size. The Pre-Populated Library Type (P ) and
Combination Method (C) factors had very small, but
still statistically signiﬁcant, effect sizes.

Interactions. Two-way interactions between effects explained a negligible percentage in the variation of the performance (less than 2%).

5.3. Statistical Findings and
Representative Output
The results from statistical hypothesis tests conducted for each factor are outlined in this section. For
each factor, representative algorithm output is also
given for each level.
In ﬁgures showing terrain classiﬁcation, e.g., selected images appearing in Figures 7–13, red color
indicates obstacle (nontraversable) terrain prediction,
green color indicates ground plane (traversable) terrain prediction, and color intensity indicates prediction conﬁdence, with black representing full uncertainty. For the hand-labeled ground truth images, red
and green similarly represent obstacle and ground
plane labels, respectively, with blue representing unlabeled areas of the image.

Figure 7. Representative output of the SMINE baseline algorithm and the Best-K Ensemble Algorithm (DS1A Frame 41).
SMINE output is associated with false positives, whereas the would-be false-positive outputs from the model trained on
the current image are averaged out by other helpful models in the library selected by Best-K.
Journal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob
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Figure 8. Representative output of the SMINE baseline algorithm and the Best-K Ensemble Algorithm (DS3B Frame 91).
As with Figure 7, multiple models selected using Best-K smooth out incorrect obstacle predictions.

5.3.1. Baseline Algorithm (SMINE) versus
Ensemble Methods
This section examines whether ensemble methods
outperform single-model, nonensemble (memoryless) approaches (the SMINE algorithm; Section
3.2.4). Representative output of the two approaches
is shown in Figures 7 and 8.
Statistical analysis. The best-performing ensemble method was the Best-K Algorithm with Ensemble Formation Method = NEAR-FIELD PERFORMANCE,
Combination Method = UNWEIGHTED, Pre-Populated
Library Type = SAME-DOMAIN, K = 10, and when using ON-LINE LEARNING. The RMSE scores for the four
randomized experiments were [0.235, 0.236, 0.236,
0.234]. In contrast, the baseline SMINE algorithm had
corresponding RMSE scores of [0.272, 0.274, 0.272,
0.273].
We conducted an unpaired t test for independent
samples (Devore, 2004) on these scores. The resulting two-tailed p-value is less than 0.0001; we reject
the null hypothesis and accept that there is a statistically signiﬁcant difference in the true means of the
Journal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob

two populations. Speciﬁcally, the scores for the BestK Ensemble Algorithm were better versus SMINE.
This result is signiﬁcant at the 99% conﬁdence level.
Summary. This analysis showed that ensemble
methods do in fact outperform the SMINE baseline
technique in this evaluation, and this was a statistically signiﬁcant result. This ﬁnding remains statistically signiﬁcant through the 20th best-ranked algorithm listed in Table III, but not the algorithms ranked
lower (so called best single model algorithms that use
K = 1).
5.3.2. Ensemble Formation Method: NEAR-FIELD
PERFORMANCE versus RANDOM
This section examines whether, overall, judiciously
choosing models from the library based on their
performance on near-ﬁeld validation data results in
better terrain classiﬁcation in the far ﬁeld. This answers an important question, namely, whether farﬁeld model performance is correlated with near-ﬁeld
model applicability. Representative output of the two
approaches is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Representative output of using NEAR-FIELD PERFORMANCE and RANDOM Ensemble Formation Methods (DS3A
Frame 33). Choosing models based on their NEAR-FIELD PERFORMANCE yields good results; a RANDOM selection results in
nonsensical output.

Statistical analysis. To answer this question, we
conducted a matched-pairs t test to determine equality of the means of two groups of data. This ﬁrst
group of data consists of all mean scores over all
factor/level combinations for which the Ensemble
Formation Method factor level was Near-Field Performance (speciﬁcally, the values in the top half of
Table II). The second group of data was the corresponding values for the RANDOM level of the Ensemble Formation Method factor (values in the bottom
half of Table II).
The resulting two-tailed p-value is less than
0.0001; we reject the null hypothesis and accept that
there is a statistically signiﬁcant difference in the true
means of the two populations. Speciﬁcally, the scores
for the NEAR-FIELD PERFORMANCE level were better
than RANDOM. This result is signiﬁcant at the 99%
conﬁdence level.
Summary. This analysis showed that, overall, using the Best-K Ensemble Algorithm and selecting
models from the library based on their near-ﬁeld performance yielded much better performance than se-

lecting models at random (mean RMSE = 0.273 and
0.418, respectively). This was a statistically signiﬁcant
result.
5.3.3. Model Combination Method: UNWEIGHTED
versus WEIGHTED Averages
This section examines whether weighting the outputs of each model selected into the ensemble, based
on their performance on near-ﬁeld validation data,
results in any signiﬁcant performance difference versus taking an unweighted average of the ensemble
output. Representative output of the two approaches
is shown in Figure 10.
Statistical analysis. To answer this question, we
conducted a matched-pairs t test to determine equality of the means of two groups of data. The ﬁrst
group of data consists of all mean scores over all
factor/level combinations for which the Model Combination Method factor level was UNWEIGHTED. The
second group of data was the corresponding values
for the WEIGHTED level of this factor.
Journal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob
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Figure 10. Representative output of using UNWEIGHTED AVERAGE and WEIGHTED AVERAGE model combination methods
(DS2B Frame 87). In general, there are minimal differences in these approaches; here, using a WEIGHTED AVERAGE partially
corrects a false positive in the UNWEIGHTED ensemble output.

The resulting two-tailed p-value is less than
0.0001; we reject the null hypothesis and accept
that there is a statistically signiﬁcant difference in
the true means of the two populations. Speciﬁcally,
the scores for the WEIGHTED level were better than
UNWEIGHTED. This result is signiﬁcant at the 99% conﬁdence level.
Summary. This analysis showed that, overall,
weighting model outputs based on a ranking of their
relative performance on near-ﬁeld validation data resulted in a small but signiﬁcant improvement in farﬁeld terrain classiﬁcation performance versus taking
the simple average of the model outputs (mean RMSE
= 0.338 for WEIGHTED and 0.353 for UNWEIGHTED).
This was a statistically signiﬁcant result.
5.3.4. Impact of Prepopulated Library of Models
This section examines whether prepopulating a library with models built from either other terrain scenarios (CROSS-DOMAIN) or the current terrain sceJournal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob

nario with a different lighting condition (SAMEDOMAIN) results in any signiﬁcant performance difference versus starting with an empty library [NONE
(INITIALLY EMPTY)]. Representative output of the
three approaches is shown in Figure 11.
Statistical analysis. To answer this question,
we ﬁrst conducted a matched-pairs t test on all
scores at the SAME-DOMAIN level versus the CROSSDOMAIN level to determine equality of the means
of the two groups of data. We then conducted a
matched-pairs t test scores at the SAME-DOMAIN level
versus the NONE (INITIALLY EMPTY) level, but only
for those scores with ON-LINE LEARNING enabled
(because STATIC LIBRARY cannot be used without
ON-LINE LEARNING enabled).
For SAME-DOMAIN versus CROSS-DOMAIN, the resulting two-tailed p-value is less than 0.0001; we reject the null hypothesis and accept that there is a statistically signiﬁcant difference in the true means of
the two populations. Speciﬁcally, the scores for the
SAME-DOMAIN level were better than CROSS-DOMAIN.
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Figure 11. Representative output of three Pre-Populated Library levels: NONE (INITIALLY EMPTY), SAME-DOMAIN, and
CROSS-DOMAIN (DS1B Frame 1). Note that in this case, only one model from the current terrain is available (because this is
Frame 1 of DS1B). With no prepopulated library, output is generally reasonable (this output represents that produced by
a single model trained on this speciﬁc image). The inclusion of output from models trained on other scenarios results in
poorer segmentation, in particular, signiﬁcant regions of false positives (incorrect obstacle detections).

This result is signiﬁcant at the 99% conﬁdence level.
This ﬁnding held true even when considering only
scores associated with the NEAR-FIELD PERFORMANCE
Ensemble Formation Method.
For SAME-DOMAIN versus NONE (INITIALLY
EMPTY), the resulting two-tailed p-value is less than
0.0001; we reject the null hypothesis and accept that
there is a statistically signiﬁcant difference in the true
means of the two populations. In this case, NONE
(INITIALLY EMPTY) scores were better than SAMEDOMAIN. This result is signiﬁcant at the 99% conﬁdence level. This ﬁnding did not hold true, however, when considering just scores associated with
the NEAR-FIELD PERFORMANCE Ensemble Formation
Method. In this case, SAME-DOMAIN performed better, but only slightly (mean RMSE score of 0.252
versus 0.256).
Summary. This analysis showed that, overall,
the presence of either SAME-DOMAIN or CROSSDOMAIN models did not help performance versus

starting with an empty library [NONE (INITIALLY
EMPTY)]. However, when restricting the analysis to
only the NEAR-FIELD PERFORMANCE Ensemble Formation Method (excluding the RANDOM level), SAMEDOMAIN performed slightly better (1.4%) than NONE
(INITIALLY EMPTY). These were statistically signiﬁcant
results.
5.3.5. ON-LINE LEARNING versus STATIC LIBRARY
This section examines whether learning on-line—that
is, adding models to the library as an experimental run proceeds—results in any signiﬁcant performance difference versus keeping the library static
(not doing any additional learning during the experimental run). Representative output of the two approaches is shown in Figure 12.
Statistical analysis. To answer this question, we
conducted a matched-pairs t test to determine equality of the means of two groups of data. This ﬁrst
Journal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob
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Figure 12. Representative output of using ON-LINE LEARNING versus STATIC LIBRARY (DS1A Frame 4). In this frame, using
ON-LINE LEARNING resulted in better performance than STATIC LIBRARY, which incorrectly predicted obstacle terrain for the
dark shadowed region midﬁeld on the right.

group of data consists of all mean scores over all factor/level combinations for which the On-Line Learning factor was enabled (speciﬁcally, the values in the
left-hand column of Table II). The second group of
data was the corresponding values for the STATIC LIBRARY level of the On-Line Learning factor (speciﬁcally, the values in the right-hand column of Table II).
The resulting two-tailed p-value is less than
0.0001; we reject the null hypothesis and accept that
there is a statistically signiﬁcant difference in the true
means of the two populations. Speciﬁcally, the scores
for the ON-LINE LEARNING level were better than
the STATIC LIBRARY level. This result is signiﬁcant at
the 99% conﬁdence level and also remains signiﬁcant
when considering only those scores associated with
the NEAR-FIELD PERFORMANCE level of the Ensemble
Formation Method factor.
Summary. This analysis showed that, overall,
learning on-line resulted in a very large improvement
in far-ﬁeld terrain classiﬁcation performance versus
keeping the preexisting library static (mean RMSE =
0.318 for ON-LINE LEARNING and 0.387 for STATIC
LIBRARY). This was a statistically signiﬁcant result.
Journal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob

5.3.6. Impact of K
This section examines the impact had by the K parameter of the Best-K Ensemble Algorithm on farﬁeld terrain classiﬁcation performance. Representative output for the four levels for K is shown in
Figure 13.
To understand the impact of K, we conducted
all-to-all, pairwise matched-pairs t tests to determine
equality of the means among the four groups of data.
The four groups of data correspond to the four levels of the K factor: 1, 3, 5, and 10. The values for
these data come from the corresponding rows in
Table II.
In all cases (six total pairwise comparisons: K = 1
vs. 3, 1 vs. 5, 1 vs. 10, 3 vs. 5, 3 vs. 10, and 5 vs. 10),
the resulting two-tailed p-value is less than 0.0001; we
reject the null hypothesis and accept that there is a
statistically signiﬁcant difference in the true means of
all four populations. Speciﬁcally, the scores for higher
values of K were better than for lower K. This result is signiﬁcant at the 99% conﬁdence level. This result remains signiﬁcant when considering only those
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Figure 13. Representative output for Best-K Ensemble Algorithm for K = 1, 3, 5, and 10 (DS1A Frame 73). The use of more
models (K = 10) results in elimination of a near-ﬁeld false negative that would pose problems for stereo vision processing
(sparse foliage), as well as smoother predictions overall.

scores associated with the NEAR-FIELD PERFORMANCE
level of the Ensemble Formation Method factor.
Summary. This analysis showed that, overall,
there was a large improvement in far-ﬁeld terrain
classiﬁcation performance for larger K. The mean
RMSE scores were [0.390, 0.343, 0.329, 0.320] for
K = [1, 3, 5, 10], respectively. Considering only the
NEAR-FIELD PERFORMANCE level of the Ensemble Formation Method factor, the mean RMSE scores were
[0.291, 0.273, 0.267, 0.261], respectively. In both cases,
far-ﬁeld terrain classiﬁcation performance improved
monotonically with increasing K.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
6.1. Conclusions
The statistically signiﬁcant results produced by the
study done for this paper support a number of conclusions. First, it was shown that with appropriate parameter selection, ensemble methods (in this paper,
the Best-K Ensemble Algorithm) outperform singlemodel, nonensemble, memoryless approaches (the
SMINE baseline algorithm) in far-ﬁeld terrain classiﬁcation. This supports the primary research hypothesis of the paper.

A multiway ANOVA was conducted to determine effect sizes for the main effects (factors), as well
as between factors (interactions). The conclusions
of this analysis, which was conducted only for
the NEAR-FIELD PERFORMANCE Ensemble Formation
Method, was that the On-Line Learning factor explained most of the variation in performance (79%),
with K explaining 17%. The remaining variation was
negligible and was explained by the Pre-Populated
Library Type factor (2%) and various two-factor interactions (2%).
Analysis of each of the ﬁve experimental variables used in the evaluation—Ensemble Formation Method, Model Combination Method, On-Line
Learning, Pre-Populated Library Type, and K (the
number of models in ensemble)—resulted in the following conclusions supported by statistically signiﬁcant hypothesis tests of each factor.
First, it was shown that using the NEAR-FIELD
PERFORMANCE Ensemble Formation Method resulted
in much better far-ﬁeld terrain classiﬁcation performance than a RANDOM selection of models from
the library. Thus it is reasonable to select models
based on their near-ﬁeld performance on validation
data (from stereo) to optimize far-ﬁeld predictive
performance.
Journal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob
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Next, it was shown that the Model Combination Method was a signiﬁcant factor. Overall, combining model outputs by taking the WEIGHTED AVERAGE of the ensemble output performed slightly better
than an UNWEIGHTED AVERAGE, in which the weights
used in the weighted average come from a ranking
derived from near-ﬁeld performance of each model.
However, when models were pulled from the model
library at RANDOM, weighting became more critical; here a WEIGHTED AVERAGE performed much better than an UNWEIGHTED AVERAGE, because incorrect
models from the library need to have their inﬂuence
in the ensemble diminished.
It was also shown that using ON-LINE LEARNING,
in which models are added to the model library over
time as the robot navigates, always performed better
than using a STATIC LIBRARY, in which the library is
not updated with new models from the current terrain scenario. We conclude that it is always desirable
to add the most recent and relevant models to the
model library as the robot navigates.
Examining the Pre-Populated Library Type factor
resulted in several ﬁndings. First, when using ONLINE LEARNING and selecting models based on their
NEAR-FIELD PERFORMANCE, the most recent models,
added on-line from the current terrain scenario, are
almost always selected. Thus, for this factor combination (which resulted in the best performance overall), the presence or absence of models from alternate
terrain scenarios and lighting conditions had only a
negligible impact on performance. However, when
choosing models at RANDOM, the SAME-DOMAIN PrePopulated Library Type performed worse than having the library INITIALLY EMPTY; CROSS-DOMAIN models caused even poorer performance. These results
lead us to conclude that in general, models from other
terrain scenarios and lighting conditions do not help
and in fact can be very detrimental to performance
if an effective Ensemble Formation Method is not in
place.
Finally, we found that varying the levels of K (the
number of models in ensemble) resulted in signiﬁcant performance differences, regardless of any of the
other factor levels. In particular, higher K resulted in
better RMSE scores. It was observed that this performance increase was subject to diminishing returns as
K grew large. We speculate that there may come a
point where for certain K and certain library compositions, forcing the selection of K models could actually be detrimental to performance. We speculate that
K could further be scene dependent. This motivates
Journal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob
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the investigation of an automatic approach for ensemble formation; we describe two such approaches
in the Future Work section.

6.2. Future Work
We identify ﬁve key areas for future work: coping
with imbalanced data, improved feature extraction
techniques, automatic methods for determining K,
maintenance and pruning of the model library, and
the proposed use of the mixture of experts approach
for model combination.
Coping with imbalanced data. The data used
for this study are associated with skew, or nonuniform distribution of the class labels. For example, in
the hand labeling of the six data sets used in the experiments, ground plane data outnumbered obstacle
data on average 3:1, and we speculate that similar
environments found in this domain will also be associated with skew. Coping with such class imbalance
in a machine learning context is the subject of current research (Japkowicz, 2000). Our approach, which
is learning algorithm independent, is to construct
balanced training and validation data sets using
under-sampling, in which the minority class examples
(anecdotally, typically obstacle) are used and a same
size group of majority class examples is sampled.
A more elaborate approach, the synthetic minority
over-sampling technique (SMOTE) (Chawla, Bowyer,
Hall, & Kegelmeyer, 2002), has been shown to lead
to better classiﬁcation performance in domains with
skewed data and could easily be applied to this domain. Alternatively, some learning algorithms have
built-in mechanisms to handle imbalanced data, e.g.,
for SVM, the cost parameter c can be made to vary
among classes to compensate for imbalance in the
class distribution.
Improved features. In this paper, we use color
histograms as our features in this work, but there
are many other features that could be used. Because
the features used in classiﬁcation can have a dramatic impact on performance, we propose to investigate other features beyond color histograms, e.g.,
texture, shape, and alternative color spaces. The realtime performance requirement in the problem domain will eliminate certain computationally intensive techniques from consideration, because feature
extraction on incoming images cannot be done offline, although we observe that many image processing techniques parallelize easily. Further, some
teams participating in LAGR embed into their feature
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vectors information independent of the color image, e.g., geometry information derived from stereo.
We hypothesize that ensemble methods would continue to outperform single-model, nonensemble techniques, regardless of features used.
Automatic, on-line selection of K. The results
from this study support the notion that ensemble formation is critical; failing to select models wisely from
the library results in very poor performance. Meanwhile, we found that higher K resulted in better performance, but we observed diminishing returns for
increasing K, and high K could lead to overﬁtting.
We speculate that there may be some value for K
that could force selection of inappropriate models
from the library, thereby reducing performance. We
suggest that K is usually scene dependent and that
optimal performance may require a variable K. Toward this end, we recently proposed an adaptation
of ensemble selection to the problem domain (Procopio
et al., 2008) as an automatic mechanism for ensemble
formation that does not require specifying a ﬁxed K.
Other automatic methods that could be used to perform ensemble formation, e.g., Bayesian model averaging (BMA) (Hoeting, Madigan, Raftery, & Volinsky,
1999), should also be considered.
On-line maintenance of the model library. In
this study, the construction of the model library was
done in a simplistic manner: for each image encountered, a single model was trained on near-ﬁeld stereo
data from that image and was then added to the library. This approach leads to models with very similar discrimination capability, i.e., models that have
overlapping areas of expertise. A more sophisticated
library construction approach would train new models only as needed, e.g., when misclassiﬁcation rates
of the available models on near-ﬁeld validation data
from the current image exceed some threshold. Also,
on-line pruning of the model library could be done.
(No pruning was done for this study.) This is important, because the computational requirements of
our technique scale linearly in the size of the library.
(Note that evaluation of candidate models in the library is easily parallelizable.) Ideas for pruning approaches include removal of models from the library
based on their age, models with historically low performance, models that are least conﬁdent in the far
ﬁeld, or models that do not contribute to the diversity of the ensemble.
Mixture of experts for model combination. Finally, we propose the use of the mixture of experts
model (Jacobs, Jordan, Nowlan, & Hinton, 1991) as

a more powerful technique for model combination
that could yield greater terrain classiﬁcation performance. The basic weighted average (linear combination) approach used in this study uses a single weight
for a particular model applied to all pixels in an
image. In contrast, the mixture of experts approach
would allow each model to be an expert locally in feature space, permitting different weights for different
pixels (feature vectors). The ﬁnal output at a given
point is thus a function of the a posteriori model response as well as some computed a priori weight
(estimated expertise of the model) at that point. We
propose the use of the density-based scaling method
we previously described (Grudic, Mulligan, Otte, &
Bates, 2007; Procopio, Mulligan et al., 2007) as a natural source of independent pointwise a priori weights
(based on the distribution of the training data). These
weights form the gating function in the mixture of
experts model (Bishop, 2006). They can thus be combined, according to the mixture of experts model,
with the a posteriori model response, e.g., probability
estimates from logistic regression or from SVM via
Platt’s scaling method (Platt, 2000), to arrive at ﬁnal
pointwise terrain predictions.
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